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Abstract— Parking in major cities, particularly with dense 

traffic, directly effects the traffic flow and people’s life. 

Parking is an expensive process in terms of either money or 

the time and effort spent for the free spot chasing. Current 

studies reveal that a car is parked for 95 percent of its lifetime 

and only on the road for the other 5 percent. Cruising for 

parking is naturally the first problem caused by the increase 

of car owners globally. System also define a stolen vehicle 

detection part through car parking application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We present a new smart car parking system, named iParker, 

with static resource scheduling, dynamic resource allocation 

and pricing models, to optimize the parking system for both 

parking managers and drivers. The contributions of our work 

include: 

1) Increasing parking resource utilization. 

2) Increasing parking revenue. 

3) Improving parking experience of drivers by lowering 

cost, parking spot searching and walking times. 

4) Finding a stolen vehicle our work is different from the 

one in where a dynamic resource allocation model was 

proposed.  

The main limitations of that model are that only 

reservation for limited period (e.g., few minutes) was 

allowed, fixed price was used and revenue was not taken into 

account and only a single choice of destination was 

considered. Whereas our model allows a driver to reserve a 

parking space for any time in future, the revenue is 

considered, and new pricing models are introduced. Here, one 

more part system introduces which called stolen vehicle. 

Stolen vehicle helps to finding a vehicle which is stolen 

through no plate and QR code. 

Now days there is critical problem of traffic due to 

increased use of vehicles. And due to this the parking 

problems are also increasing. So, the motivation behind this 

work is about better parking management with fair and 

profitable pricing policies. So, we implement the app which 

provides us location based parking which are completely 

hassle free. Also provide stolen vehicle detection through 

police department database. 

It’s still common that individuals have difficulties to 

park their cars. For instance, it’s troublesome for drivers to 

search out timely vacant parking areas, and map reading help 

isn’t accessible once world Positioning System (GPS) doesn’t 

work well. Consequently, parking difficulties end in 

unessential driving around eye to merely search for an 

automobile parking space. This thus, on the one hand, causes 

additional dioxide emissions and deteriorates the setting of 

town scheme. This is often very true once many of us are at 

the same time searching for parking places in a very 

downtown space at peak rush hours. On the opposite hand, it 

additionally will increase the chance of traffic accidents once 

drivers ought to seek for parking areas whereas driving. 

Additionally, unpredictable parking things build it 

troublesome for folks to set up their quality. All of those 

degrade the fashionable town scheme expertise, and became 

a vital challenge within the development of future intelligent 

transportation systems (ITS). Parking areas are found to be 

quite masses in some places and rare to then in others. 

Valuation policies had competed vital role within the overall 

parking handiness for many years. Here comes the necessary 

question: can we get to have additional parking areas, or we 

would like higher parking management? We tend to believe 

it’s the later and so the motivation behind this work is 

regarding higher parking management with honest and 

portable valuation policies. Consistent with historical 

knowledge, the costs are inflated and reduced proportional to 

the expected utilization. Though dynamically dynamic 

parking costs shall balance the provision and demand for 

parking and increase overall utilization, it’s supported 

historical knowledge and statistics which cannot be correct 

enough to possess the right result. 

II. RELATED WORK 

For the past two decades, there have been numerous 

researches and investments in the car parking domain. The 

competition for parking leads to higher traffic congestion 

where parking is monitored, leaving other parking resources 

vacant. Also, this leads for the known phenomenon of 

“multiple cars chase same spot.” It is indeed essential to have 

the data on the occupancy state in parking areas, but it is more 

important to efficiently utilize those data.  Traffic congestion 

and parking have become serious social problems due to the 

explosive growth [1] put forward the bottom part of this 

system is composed of ZigBee network which sent pressure 

information to PC through a coordinator and then update 

database. The application layer can quickly get the parking 

information through the Internet, and use advantages of 

Webservice to gather all the scattered parking information to 

bring convenience to the people who want to get a parking 

position. There are others researched parking reservation 

systems. 

For instance, Trusiewicz et al. [7] used Unstructured 

Supplementary Service Data (USSD) as communication 

medium between divers and parking reservation system. 

Although it is not free to use USSD for most of network 

operators, it is still a cheap and reliable technology to adopt 

in parking reservations. Parking Guidance and Information 

(PGI) systems [10] – [12] PGI systems provide drivers with 

real time information on parking within controlled areas 

through variable message signs. They use deployed sensors 

mainly on the entrances and exits of parking areas to gather 
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information about total occupancy. Other implementations 

typically use one sensor per one parking spot which has been 

seen in commercial shopping malls and in business districts 

to further utilize parking spaces and decrease searching time. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Smart parking system that is based on intelligent resource 

allocation, reservation, and pricing. The proposed system 

solves the current parking problems by offering guaranteed 

parking reservations with the lowest possible cost and 

searching time for drivers and the highest revenue and 

resource utilization for parking managers. New fair pricing 

policies are also proposed that can be implemented in 

practice. The new system is based on mathematical modelling 

using mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) with the 

objective of minimizing the total monetary cost for the drivers 

and maximizing the utilization of parking resources. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The whole framework work is described and arranged steps 

wise, as appeared in fig. given. In propose system user 

register into system by providing personal details and vehicle 

details. Then user can search nearest parking slot. Available 

nearest parking slot will be display on the google map. User 

will select the parking and request for that parking slot. 

Admin will check the details and approve the request. After 

admin approval system will generate QR-Code and send to 

the register email id. User show QR-Code at parking area. 

Parking authority scan user QR-Code and collect parking 

fees. At the same time system check vehicle is stolen vehicle 

or not. If vehicle found as stolen vehicle then system will 

inform to police station. 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

1) User Registration. 

2) Administrator. 

3) Guard. 

4) Check Stolen Vehicle. 

A. User Registration  

User Registration allows you to register your personal email 

address and password. You can then use this password 

combination to access various online 

applications.  Registered users normally provide some sort of 

credentials (such as a username or e-mail address) to the 

system in order to prove their identity. Systems intended for 

use by the general public often allow any user to register 

simply by selecting a register or sign up function and 

providing these credentials for the first time.  Authentication 

is done and shows google map after success. Where user can 

select parking centre. After the authentication user pays the 

bill. 

B. Administrator 

An administrator is the one who is in a position of authority. 

The system administrator seeks to ensure that the uptime, 

performance, resources, and security of the computers he or 

she manages meet the needs of the users, without exceeding 

a set budget when doing so. Admin is the link between an 

Authority and database ensures the smooth flow of 

information from one part to the other. Smart allocation is 

provided by admin. It also performs action like allocation and 

deallocation of slots, accepting or rejecting request and 

generating QR code. If stolen vehicle is found reporting to the 

nearest police station. 

C. Guard 

Monitor and authorize entrance and departure of vehicles, 

visitors, and other persons to guard maintain security of 

premises. He logs in to the system provided with an 

individual, gains access to a computer system by identifying 

and authenticating. The main job is to scan the QR code when 

the vehicle comes to the parking area. He also checks with the 

database for stolen vehicle identification.  

D. Check Stolen Vehicle 

Checking is done by administrator and the guard. Scanning 

the database for number and stolen vehicle information. If the 

given information is equal to the information present in the 

database, then report to the nearest police station. Police are 

informed with location. 

V. ALGORITHMS 

Project requires two algorithms predominantly. KNN 

algorithm and algorithm Haversine algorithm to calculate the 

distance from target point to origin point.  

A. KNN Algorithm 

1) Determine parameter K = number of nearest neighbours. 

2) Calculate the distance between the query-instance and all 

the training samples. 

3) Sort the distance and determine nearest neighbours based 

on the Kth minimum distance. 

4) Gather the category of the nearest neighbours. 

B. Haversine Algorithm to Calculate the Distance from 

Target Point to Origin Point 

R is the radius of earth in meters. 

LatO = latitude of origin point,  

LongO = longitude of origin point 

LatT= latitude of target point,  

LongT= longitude of target point 

Difference in latitude = LatO-LatT 

Difference in longitude = LongO -LongT 

Ф =Difference in latitude in radians 
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Λ =Difference in longitude in radians 

O= LatO in radians. 

T= LatT in radians. 

A=sin(Ф/2)*sin(Ф/2) + cos(O) *cos(T)*sin(Λ/2)*sin(Λ/2) 

B= min(1,sqrt(A)) 

Distance = 2*R*B 

VI. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

A mathematical model is a description of a system using 

mathematical concepts and language. The process of 

developing a mathematical model is termed mathematical 

modelling. 

Set Description 

S Set of Complete System 

I Set of input parking info 

O Set of output (response for parker) 

P Set of technical processes 

Let S is the system 

S = {Identify the input data S1, S2 …, Sn} 

I = {user location, request for parking, timing} 

Identify the output applications as O 

O = {location based parking slots info} 

Identify the Process as P 

P= {location capturing, searching records, recommending, 

filtering slots information}. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have proposed Parking system, a new smart parking 

system which is based on MILP model that yields optimal 

solution for dynamically and statically allocating parking 

resources to parkers providing flexible reservation options. 

The new concepts introduced in this is the combination of 

real-time reservations with share-time reservations. We also 

have proposed pricing policies for both static and dynamic 

reservations that maximize the profit from parking. Extensive 

simulation results indicate that the proposed system 

significantly cuts the total effective cost for all parkers. Also, 

here system mention how to finding stolen vehicle. For that 

system use police generated database. In future scalability 

analysis is to be performed to examine the efficiency of the 

proposed scalability techniques. Last, it would also be useful 

to simulate different parking arrival scenarios in real life, 

more security, easy way to access anywhere at any time.  
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